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Its often said that we are beings of "Light." Let's delve into just HOW
and why that is...
this is going to be a tough spell to break, as most people have been
indoctrinated for aeons to fear what they dont understand. I always say
"when you fear something, STUDY IT! The more you KNOW about it,
the less you fear it, because its not the idea itself that is ominous, but
rather your own lack of understanding." Lucifer is one of THE
most controversial and misunderstood terms and archetypes that are both
out there, as well as within every living cell of life! This will be one of
longest articles ive compiled to date. But I'll try to summarize the
concepts to distill the info down to whats relevant.

!

Lucifer is VENUS. Lucy in the sky with daimons. She's FEMININE!
Lucifer is SIMPLY the Latin translation of the Greek "Phosphoros."

!

Origins of Light Bearing
(Lucifer)
!

phosphorus (n.)
"substance or organism that shines of itself," 1640s, from Latin
phosphorus "light-bringing," also "the morning star" (a sense attested in
English from 1620), from Greek Phosphoros "morning star," literally
"torchbearer," from phos "light," contraction of phaos "light,
daylight" (related to phainein "to show, to bring to light;" see phantasm)
+ phoros "bearer," from pherein "to carry" (see infer).

!

Phosphoros
"Phosphorus (Greek Φωσφόρος Phōsphoros) — a name meaning
"Light-Bringer" — is the Morning Star, the planet Venus in its morning

appearance. Φαοσφόρος (Phaosphoros) and Φαεσφόρος
(Phaesphoros) are forms of the same name in some Greek dialects.

!

Another Greek name for the Morning Star is Heosphoros (Greek
Ἑωσφόρος Heōsphoros) — meaning "Dawn-Bringer". The form
Eosphorus is sometimes met in English, as if from Ἠωσφόρος
(Ēōsphoros), which is not actually found in Greek literature, but would
be the form that Ἑωσφόρος would have in some dialects. As an
adjective, the Greek word φωσφόρος is applied in the sense of "lightbringing" to, for instance, the dawn, the god Dionysos, pine torches, the
day; and in the sense of "torch-bearing" as an epithet of several god and
goddesses, especially Hecate but also of Artemis/Diana and Hephaestus.
This is why the Princess DIANA memorial is a TORCH standing on a
five pointed star of venus, Diana Lucifera, carrying the torch through the
underworld for the light of dawn the next day!

The Latin word lucifer, corresponding to Greek φωσφόρος
(Phosphoros), was used as a name for the morning star and thus
appeared in the Vulgate translation of the Hebrew word ( הֵילֵלhelel)
(hALAL) — meaning Venus as the brilliant, bright or shining one — in
Isaiah 14:12, where the Septuagint Greek version uses, not φωσφόρος,
but ἑωσφόρος. As a translation of the same Hebrew word the King
James Version gave “Lucifer," Modern translations of the same passage
render the Hebrew word instead as "morning star", "daystar", "shining
one" or "shining star", the SUN. In Revelation 22:16, Jesus is referred to
as the morning star, but not as lucifer in Latin, nor as φωσφόρος in the
original Greek text, which instead has ὁ ἀστὴρ ὁ λαμπρὸς ὁ πρωϊνός
(ho astēr ho lampros ho prōinos), literally: the star the bright of the
morning. In the Vulgate Latin text of 2 Peter 1:19 the word lucifer is
used of the morning star in the phrase "until the day dawns and the
morning star rises in your hearts", the corresponding Greek word being
φωσφόρος. Dont you see the corresponse between Jesus and Lucifer
as both archetypes and symbols heralding the dawn, the LIGHT of the
SUN AND DAYLIGHT.

The morning star is an appearance of the planet Venus, an inferior
planet, meaning that its orbit lies between that of the Earth and the Sun.
Depending on the orbital locations of both Venus and Earth, it can be
seen in the eastern morning sky for an hour or so before the Sun rises
and dims it, or in the western evening sky for an hour or so after the Sun
sets, when Venus itself then sets. It is the brightest object in the sky after
the Sun and the Moon, outshining the planets Saturn and Jupiter but,
while these rise high in the sky, Venus never does. This may lie behind
myths about deities associated with the morning star proudly striving for
the highest place among the gods yet being cast down." from Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus_%28morning_star%29

!

THIS IS WHY MASONS AND RELIGIONS ARE "LUCIFERIAN!"
BECAUSE ITS THE ILLUMINATION, #WISDOM AND THE
ORIGINS OF LIFE!

!

Phosphoros/ Lucifer in
Biochemistry
!

" White Phosphorus emits a
faint GREEN glow upon
exposure to oxygen – hence its
name given from Greek
mythology, Φωσφόρος
meaning "light-bearer" (Latin
Lucifer), referring to the
"Morning Star", the planet
Venus (or Mercury). Although
the alchemical element of
Venus is not phosphoros, it IS
copper, which also happens to turn GREEN when it oxidizes, just as

phosphoros does, which is why GREEN is the alchemical color of
Venus, and is exactly why the light
bearing Statue of Liberty (Lucifer)
oxidizes GREEN (Venus).Venus rules
the VENOUS (Blue) system of the
blood while Mars (ARES) (red) rules
the ARterial system of the blood.
Mercury rules the nervous system
(quick, speed, reflexes, synapses,
nerves.)
Venus rules the VENOUS (Blue) system of the blood while Mars
(ARES) (red) rules the ARterial (iron rich) system of the blood. Mercury
rules the nervous system.

Phosphoros makes up the phospholipids that bind your DNA. The light
that bonds every one of your cells together and accretes light in the form
of photoelectric energy which gives us life!

!

White phosphorus exposed to air, glows in the darkness.
"The term "phosphorescence", meaning GLOW AFTER
ILLUMINATION, originally derives from this property of phosphorus,
although this word has since been used for a different physical process
that produces a glow. The glow of phosphorus itself originates from
oxidation of the white (but not red) phosphorus — a process now termed
chemiluminescence.

Luciferin is a generic term for the light-emitting compound found in
organisms that generate bioluminescence. Luciferins typically undergo
an enzyme-catalysed oxidation and the resulting excited state
intermediate emits light upon decaying to its ground state. This may
refer to molecules that are substrates for both luciferases and
photoproteins.

!

Luciferins are a class of small-molecule substrates that are oxidized in
the presence of the enzyme luciferase to produce oxyluciferin and

energy in the form of light. It is not known just how many types of
luciferins there are, but some of the better-studied compounds are listed
below. There are many types of luciferins, yet all share the use of
reactive oxygen species to emit light.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luciferin

Together with nitrogen, arsenic, and antimony, phosphorus is classified
as a pnictogen. In the field of semiconductor physics, it is still usually
called Group V. The "five" ("V") (VENUS, ISIS, penta) in the historical
names comes from the "pentavalency" of nitrogen."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus

!
"#Phosphates are found pervasively in #biology, especially in the
compounds derived from phosphorylated sugars, such as #DNA, #RNA,
and adenosine triphosphate (#ATP), which is the very FUEL that all cells
produce as THE form of #ENERGY for the human body to

function. Plants need phosphate to grow as it is incorporated in the DNA
and RNA genetic molecules. Furthermore phosphate is an important
structural component of bones and teeth.

ATP is a nucleoside triphosphate used in cells as a coenzyme often
called the "molecular unit of currency" of intracellular energy transfer
(LIGHT!).
ADP and ATP, or other nucleoside diphosphates and triphosphates,
contain high amounts of energy which give them their vital role in all
living organisms. They are generally referred to as high-energy
phosphate, as are the phosphagens in muscle tissue. Compounds such as
substituted phosphines have uses in organic chemistry, but do not seem
to have any natural counterparts. Oxidative phosphorylation in cellular

respiration, and photophosphorylation in photosynthesis are three major

mechanisms of ATP biosynthesis.

!

In the process of photosynthesis, the phosphorylation of ADP to form
ATP using the energy of sunlight is called #photophosphorylation. Only
two sources of energy are available to living organisms: sunlight and
reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions. All organisms produce ATP,
which is the universal energy currency of life.

!

ATP transports chemical energy within cells for metabolism. It is one of
the end products of photophosphorylation, aerobic respiration, and
fermentation and used by enzymes and structural proteins in many
cellular processes, including biosynthetic reactions, motility, and cell
division."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphate
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Photophosphorylation (Light
Bringing) in Biology
!
"Each nucleotide is composed of a nitrogen-containing nucleobase—
either cytosine (C), guanine (G), adenine (A), or thymine (T)—as well
as a monosaccharide sugar called deoxyribose and a phosphate group.
The nucleotides are joined to one another in a chain by covalent bonds
between the sugar of one nucleotide and the phosphate of the next,
resulting in an alternating sugar-phosphate backbone."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA

!

Every living organism not only accretes light, but actually actively emits
light called #biophotons! A newly rediscovered science called wave
genetics which is the use of light information to influence genetic
expression is now working with light for healing/ creating diseases, how
sound, language, words, and light are all crucial in the expression and
CREATION of DNA in experimental phenomena known as the
"Phantom DNA effect," where light photons will accumulate and
organize themselves to the structure of DNA! To explore this further,
without veering too far off track, Ive covered alot of this topic in my full
video "Annunaki, Elohim and Human Genetics: Basis, Bias or
BS?" https://www.patreon.com/posts/1873710

!
"A Nobel Prize winning biologist Luc Montagnier has ignited
controversy after publishing details of an experiment in which a
fragment of DNA appeared to 'teleport' or imprint itself between test
tubes." http://www.rexresearch.com/montagnier/montagnier.htm

!

"According to a team headed by Luc Montagnier, previously known for
his work on HIV and AIDS, two test tubes, one of which contained a
tiny piece of bacterial DNA, the other pure water, were surrounded by a
weak electromagnetic field of 7Hz. Eighteen hours later, after DNA

amplification using a polymerase chain reaction, as if by magic the DNA
was detectable in the test tube containing pure water."

!
!

" Another scientist, Pjotr Garjajev, had managed to intercept
communication from a DNA molecule in the form of ultraviolet photons
-- light! What's more, he claimed to have captured this communication
from one organism (a frog embryo) with a laser beam and then
transmitted it to another organisms DNA (a salamander embryo),
causing the latter embryo to develop into a frog!

!

But this was just the beginning.

!

Dr. Garjajev claims that this communication is not something that
happens only inside the individual cells or between one cell and another.
He claims organisms use this "light" to "talk" to other organisms and
suggested that this could explain telepathy and ESP. It was like human
beings already had their own wireless internet based on our DNA, what
biologist Dr Rupert Sheldrake coined "morphogenetic fields."

!

Photorepair:
" Fritz Albert Popp pioneered research in the rediscovery of Light energy
in biology known as biontology.
It is well known from biological laboratory experiments that if you blast
a cell with UV light so that 99 per cent of the cell, including its DNA, is
destroyed, yet you can almost entirely repair the damage in a single day
just by illuminating the cell with the same wavelength at a much weaker
intensity. To this day, scientists don't understand this phenomenon, called
photorepair, but no one has disputed it.

!
!

Popp hypothesized that cancer results from a disruption of cells'
photorepair system. His hypothesis raised a question: what in the
body produced this very weak light that powered the repair system?

Popp and his student Bernard Ruth found that all living systems store
light energy (photons) acquired from the sun and from plants consumed
as food (photosynthesis), in DNA. This stored light is released as very
weak, extremely coherent biophotons. "Photons switch on the body's
processes like a conductor launching each individual instrument into the
collective sound," explains Dr Lynn McTaggart. "At different
frequencies they perform different functions.” This is why we have
“organs” that our bodies tune.

Biophotons or what Dr Wilhelm Reich’ termed
“Bions” photographed in red blood cell sample

!
Popp began thinking about light in nature. Light was present in plants
and was used during photosynthesis. When we eat plant foods, he
thought, it must be that we take up the photons and store them.

!

When we consume broccoli, for example, and digest it, it is metabolised
into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water, plus the light stored from the sun
and photosynthesis. We extract the CO2 and eliminate the water, but the
light, an EM wave, must be stored. When taken in by the body, the
energy of these photons dissipates and becomes distributed over the
entire spectrum of EM frequencies, from the lowest to the highest.

!
This energy is the driving force for all the molecules in our body. Before
any chemical reaction can occur, at least one electron must be activated
by a photon with a certain wavelength and enough energy.

!
The biochemist and Nobel Prize winner Lehninger mentions in his
textbook that some reactions in the living cell happen quite a lot faster
than what corresponds to 37C temperature. The explanation seems to be
that the body purposely directs chemical reactions by means of
electromagnetic vibrations (biophotons).

!
!

"There are about 100,000 chemical reactions happening in every cell
each second. The chemical reaction can only happen if the molecule
which is reacting is excited by a photon... Once the photon has excited a
reaction it returns to the field and is available for more reactions... We
are swimming in an ocean of light."

!

These 'biophoton emission', as Popp called them, provided an ideal
communication system for the transfer of information to many cells

across the organism. But the single most important question remained:
where was the light coming from?

!

A particularly gifted student talked him into another experiment. It is
known that when ethidium bromide is applied to samples of DNA, it
insinuates itself in between the base pairs of the double helix, causing
DNA to unwind. The student suggested that, after applying the chemical,
they measure the light coming from the sample. Popp found that the
greater the concentration of ethidium, the more the DNA unravelled, but
also the stronger the intensity of light. Conversely, the less he used, the
less light was emitted.

!

He also found that DNA could send out a wide range of frequencies,
some of which seemed to be linked to certain functions. If DNA stored
this light, it would naturally emit more light on being unzipped.

!

These and other studies proved to Popp that one of the most essential
sources of light and biophoton emissions was DNA. DNA was like the
master tuning fork of the body. It would strike a particular frequency and
certain molecules would follow. It was also possible, he realised, that he
had stumbled upon the missing link in current DNA theory that could
account for perhaps the greatest miracle of all in human biology -- how a
single cell can turn into a fully formed human being.

!

How cells "talk" to each other:

!

When you get a cut or scratch on your skin, the cells that are injured
somehow signal the surrounding healthy cells to begin reproducing
copies of themselves to fill in and mend the opening. When the skin is
back to normal, a signal is sent to the cells to tell them to stop
reproducing. Scientists have wondered exactly how this works.

!

With biophoton emissions, Popp believed he had an answer to this
question. This phenomenon of coordination and communication could

only occur in a holistic system with one central orchestrator. Popp
showed in his experiments that these weak light emissions were
sufficient to orchestrate the body's repairs. The emissions had to be low
intensity because these communications took place on a very small,
intracellular, quantum level. Higher intensities would have an effect only
in the world of the large and would create too much "noise" to be
effective. This is why vital bodily systems are called ORGANS!" http://
viewzone.com/dnax.html

!
!

Dr. Popp exclaims, "We now know, today, that man is essentially a being
of light."

!
!
!

stay tuned to Lifting The Veil for more content!
Until next time! see you soon!

